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DURING the past decade, cofibres X of maps >S3 --* z/S2 have provided examples of spaces 
for which the Pontrjagin algebra H, (QX, k) is not finitely-presented [4], or the Poincare’ 
series Pix = c i z ,, dimkHi (QX, k)r’ is not rational [2], when k is taken to be a prime field. 
Our purpose here is to look at the inregral homology of RX, singled out by suppressing the 
notation for coefficients, in order to show that arbitrary torsion can be present in the 
homology of a space of loops, even when the base space is a simply connected complex with 
torsion-free homology. This answers a question of Bill Dwyer, whom I want to thank for 
drawing my attention to the problem. 
THEOREM. There exists a l-connectedjinite C Wcomplex X with cells in dimensions 0,2, and 
4 only, such that for every prime p: 
(i) Hi (QX) has no p-torsion when i < p + 4; 
(ii) for eoery j 2 0, the p-torsion part of H,+,+j(QX) requires at least 4’(2” 1 - 1) 
generators. 
For the proof, let 2: x, ( ) + IL.+ _ 1 (Cl) be the connecting isomorphism of the loop space 
fibration, and let t4: rr,, -, H, be the Hurewin map. By the Bott-Samelson theorem 
H, 
( > 
R b.9’ can be identified with the free associative algebra F = z ( ri, . . . . , T. ), where 
z = XZ(ri), and ri is the class of the inclusion of the i-th sphere into the wedge 1s’. 
Furthermore, 7r3 
( > 
IS2 is the free abelian group on the Whitehead products [ri, rj] (1 I i 
c j s n), and on gj = rj o q (1 5 j 5 n), where q denotes the class of the Hopf fibration, S3 
+S’.BytheSamelsontheorem,R?[ri, rj]= -(~~+~j~)andAZ(oj)= -Tj’,sothatAd 
is an isomorphism of n3 
( 1 
hS2 onto the free abelian group of symmetric quadratic 
polynomials in F2. Given m such polynomials fi , . . . , fm, define X to be the cell complex 
obtained by adjoining to G.5’ m 4cells which bound to (Rd)- ’ (f;) (1 I I I m). According to 
Adams and Hilton [l], the free algebra A = 72 (T,, . . . , T,, U1, . . . , U, ) with differential 
defined by dTi = 0 (1 5 i I n), dU, = fi (1 I I I m), yields for any commutative ring k an 
isomorphism of k-algebras: 
H, (A Ok) = H, (ax, k), (1) 
l Research carried out during the author’s stay at the University ofToronto, whose hospitality is greatly appreciated. 
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which is compatible with the identification F@k = H, 
( ! 
R >S’, k . In particular, one sees 
that for any k the subalgebra of the Pontrjaginalgebra H, (QX, k), generated over Ho (QX. k) 
= k by HI (QX, k), is isomorphic to B’ = (k (T, , . . , T, ) modulo the two-sided ideal 
generated by fr, . . . , fm). 
In the course of their recent work [33 on the behaviour of Poincari series of local rings in 
flat families, Friiberg er al. have constructed an algebra B = B ‘as above, for which the Hilbert 
series IBkI(r) = xirod imk Bft’ depend on the characteristic of the field k. IMore preciseiy, 
their example has the following properties: 
n = 15 and m = 69; (2.1) 
B2 is a free abelian group on n2 -m generators; (2.2) 
for every prime field k, there is a graded vector space N’: , such that: 
and 
l+]iv’:I(r)= (1-r)-2(1-r3)-1(1+r+t3) 
l+IN:‘PZI(r)= (1-r)-2(1-r3-rp)--(l+r-r3-tp-rp+1) (2.3) 
where A denotes the free commutative graded algebra functor. 
Let vp (M) stand for the minimal number ofgenerators ofthe p-torsion part of the finitely- 
generated abelian group M. Using the identity I ANk, I(r) = ni, o (I- (- r)i)‘-l)“‘dimks: 
and writing $ in order to denote a coefficientwise inequality of formal power series, one can 
now record the sequence of relations: 
Zi>,~~p(Hi(RX))r’S Ci>oVp(Bi)ri 
= IBZ~pzI(r)-IBQI(r) 
= (1_4r)-‘(l_8r)-‘IAN~I(r) x (ni>o(l _(~_r)i)(-I)“‘(dim~.p~~v~Pz-dim~,N?)_l) 
9 (1-4r)-‘(l-8r)-‘IAN0,1(r)(lN~ZI(r)-1N~I(r)) 
~((1-4r)-‘(1-8t)-‘(1+r+r~(l-t3)-1-((1+r+r4(1-r3-rp)-1)) 
$ (1 -4r)-‘(1 -8r)-‘rP+4. 
This proves part (ii) of the Theorem. 
In order to establish (i) we first note that over any k: 
H4(X, k) = (H2(X, k))2. (3) 
In fact, by a theorem of Pontrjagin [SJ, cf. also [7, Theorem 51 the Z-dual of the product map 
Sym2 H2 (X) ---, H4(X ) coincides, under the canonical duality of the second symmetric power 
Sym2 and the second divided power I-, (= J.H.C. Whitehead’s r-functor), with the 
composition: 
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where X, denotes the r-th skeleton of X and S is the connecting map. However, by (2.2) i- is a 
split monomorphism, hence dualizing once more one sees Sym2 H’(X) --+ H’(X) is 
surjective, and this carries over to arbitrary coefficients. 
When (3) holds, the following remarkable identiy: 
Pi,(c) = iBkI(t)(l +t-tlBkl(f)(l -nnr+mt’))-’ (4) 
has been proved by Roos [6] for k = Q. IMore precisely. he establishes the corresponding 
formula for Ext R(k, k) with R = H* (X, k) and k being an arbitrary field, and then refers to a 
degeneration result for the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence over the rationals in order to 
identify Ext,(k. k) with H, (QX, k). However, these two algebras are isomorphic for any field 
k, as is seen from (1) coupled with the observation that (A, d) is-by the Pontrjagin theorem 
recalled abov-isomorphic as a DG algebra to the k-dual of the reduced bar-construction 
(BR, d). 
Now consider the equality of formal power series, provided by the universal coefficients 
theorem: 
~i,ov,(Hi(RX)ti = (1 +t)-l(~~~Z(t)-P~s(t)) 
An easy computation, using (2.3) and (4), shows that in the ring B[~J/(L~+~) the right-hand 
side of the last formula is equal to zero, hence (i) follows. 
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Note added in proof. In a letter of May 10, 1985, David Anick informed me that equation 
(4) above is also contained in his paper “Connections between Yoneda and Pontrjagin 
algebras”, Springer Lecture Notes in Mathematics, 1051 (1984), 331-350, and that in his 
article “A loop space whose homology has torsion ofall orders”, to appear in Pacific J. Marh., 
he constructs a space X with the property stated in the title. As is the case with ours, his 
example is inspired by the work of Frijberg et a/. [3]. 
